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PURPOSE QF THE UNIT

In the ninth grade students were introduced to the study of the
reasoning processes that underlie all utterance. They' examined the
principles of generalization, valificition, and support as basic con-
cepts for dealing responsibly with ideas. In the first unit of the
tenth grade they reviewed these principles, and in the second unit pro-
greased to a study of more complex caliper/son than the lessons hereto-
fore have requiredanalogy and metaphor. These concepts prepared for
the exploration of deductive thinking processes which are DM:1=01*AI
to the drawing of sensible inferences frail related premises, Deductim
is an essential form of thinking already familiar to students in ita
practical applications. A normally intelligent student must have been
raidrz deductions since val.sr early in his experienceas soon as he could
say to himself "Mother gets angry if I don't cane when she calls me,
and she is calling me now; Ifoi better go." He enlarged upon this simple
reasoning pattern as he worked with more and more complex premises. In
the work on generalization and on metaphor-analogy he began to swamies
his thoughbprocesses as such; at this point in his development he should
be able to recognize what he is doing when he arrives at a conclusion by
pitting premises together. He should also be able to recognize scale of
the problems that may arise in the process to lead him astray in his
conclusions.

The terminology in this unit has been kept as simple as possible.
The discussions of theory do not bother the student with the technical

terms ITZMilla or -1 t tI,Z.I_1:_. I - instead they use only the simple term
monk& pattern. The student is given the words Lemmata and p.211,
but the premises are called tint and swag, not gam and dam.

langa ALOSEUSID11

The unit opens with a discussion lesson in which the students are
given a prbblest to solve by arriving at a decision. They are asked to
suppose that the governor has decided to honor the Most Useful Cititens
of their camunitY, and they are the group designated to mike the final
selection of three citizens to be honored. The decision depends on the
assumptions students rcAke abaft what kind of service is most useitil to
society. The leseion is intended to help than recognize the assumptions
they Aire eaking.

The diem:Gaon is designed- to dres every member of the clasp into
direct participation throUgh a and discneston, The time limit
recommended in the- St*ent-Verd itinposiWz preeentations is, two
or threw minutegt Vatilitss speeches *Wit be leaver, 'hit
the clime 'ha it flitted -All* for discUrstifoti After. the speiechee have been
presented;

TO' ilidrotee 'the lefficieney of the ditcUisiion, this class might con-
sider the imichatiieirtif tondikting- a sysipOsium. The Student Version
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suggests questicats but the ilreetion of the chemise and the duties of
the participants. The class will probably decide that the speakers and
the chairman ehould sit facing the class. The duties of the chairman
are riot complicated in this tYpe of discussion; his chief obligation is
to intreduce the subject, to recognize speakers, and to sum up briefly
at the conclusion of the speeches. The speakers meee either be called
upon or ask for recognition in turn; the procedure should be agreed
upon ahead of time. Probebly et timekeeper will he needed to 1226111"0
that no speaker usurps more than. his share of the time. If time cards
are available, they usually help speakers gouge the time throughout the
speech. WhatiVer systems is used, the speaker shoult: have a iinrning
aurae at Least a minute before his time is up so that he can conclude
his remarks without having to out this off abruptly. Time should be
reserved at the end of the discussion for members of the class to ask
questions of the speakers i2 1.:4-37 wish, The chairman should recognise
the questioners, ard should keep each question frail demanding an undue

nount of time or developing into an argument. The chairman may need to
rephrase unclear questions.

The responsibilities of the speakers are of course to respect Itte
time limits, to select a clear point of view and support it, and to talk
about the nceninee assigned to him, not about others of the ten. He may
favor the selection of the candidate he discusses, or oppose it, or be
undecided; but whatever position he takes, he should give his reasons.
The responsibilities of the listeners include courteous attention to
the speaker and aretivo interest in the problem to be decided. In the
question period, students Mho raise questions should indicate which
speaker they are asking the question of and they should state it as
eleerler as possible.

One or two embers of the class may be appointed to evaluate the
symposium and the question period if the teacher thinks student critiques
would be helpful. The consents shcead be concentrated on presentation
of subject matter and on the helpfulness of the questions raised.

After the symposium, the class should stop and consider the points
of view expressed, and each member of the class should review his own
opinions on the recceinendatices of the speakers. At this point the
students can beccese aware of the assumptions trot which they are reason-
ing. Wither the speakers agreed or disagreed,the class should be able
to identify the principles on which the choices were reccamended. If
the -fillet speaker, for example, thought Mrs. Brown should be selected,
he was await* that helping yOUng people was ons of the most important

't of usieUl cceisnlity sericiice. It the fourth speaker thoughbthat
tbe-'siuticitio ehahld not be chow* he lei aSiWidng, that contributions
*64144 Wire teem iiip-ortant thin Stria Other teens- of service. As a
fail*" of esebling each iittident to -refrisir his OW lettnip-tiotte, the class
WY be able to cavil* a partial list of assumptions the speakers seemed-
to be making.

After this analysis, another grow of students may advance the probe
sent toward a deditiOn b piessilibilig a Panel dietUesiOn. In this type of

,t1
fr2.1.
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diecussion the participants do not make :prepared speeches but converse
about. the- possible.ch4cee and try to arrive at agreement about the
selsotio.-.1s- to be-reccemendlici to the class. the partteipitit4 and
the chaitten should facing g.the clues and no liked 61490 of Ofealang
ie Set; Contributimul are vpl*teered, The chairman- should rOcbigiiise
each Speaker by nape ankpriside over the discussion so that it moves
along smoothly. The dutifs of the chairman are more -coaplicated than
in the symposium; the problems are us0a1.17 to draw out the shy partio-i-
pant, prevent the aggressive epeeker from monopolising the discussion,
ancl,p040 questions whenever necessary to keep the discussion moving or
guide it back to the subject if it seems to be digressing. The chair-
man may need to sumisarize at intervals to keep the class aware of progress
or of points agreed upon. Men the panel has arrived at a decision, the
chairman should sum up and open the question for a class vote.

the entire class should vote on the three Most Useful
Citizens. The student directions suggest that the chairman may read the
maks in order and take a vote by raised Lands on each; each student
votes for three people. If any nominee shows a clear majority, he may
be considered chosen, and the voting may contirsre till three candidates
are selected.

Ass-mime wagna

The writing assierment gives each member of the class an opportunity
to agree or disagree with the choice of the majority. In his paper the
student shou3d make his opinion clear, and should explain the assumptions
on which he is working. He will need to show why his assumptions seem
valid to him and he should give all his reasons for agreeing or disagree-
ing with the class decision, He may support the class selections, or
present a minority report, If time permits, the papers (or acme of them)
may be read aloud. From this lesson the class should see that people
may work from different assumptions, and that group decisions usually
require some adjustment of beliefs in the interest of concerted action.

Lesson 2: Patterns of Deductive Thinking

This lesson is intended to acquaint students with four basic patterns
of deductive reasoning, presented in simplified form and explained with
examples at a level the students can ccmprehend. The four patterns are
1) nriattatontrUna, 2) Anabsz, 3) attuitu.v and 4) 0922-2thlt*
These patterns should not be regarded as an exhaustive treatment of the
deductive processes; they provide only all' elementary approach to the
ccePlexpl3r44,- of .A.tedUctinn through _ego* of the patterns that are most
freqiientltUSedi ,are most 4114 Underotandable to-students.

The fitit pittarii, which the class has already used, is
that of principle- instance. The first premise states a general principle
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and the second, premise states a,,partinular instance that fits the
pr, nCip101; The fist three melee demonstrate different grammatical
ways of -stain a general precise: e. ag, members g the clan (A)
Mane a in the class, excluding nobody. member pi
111§1 'another way of saying the seas thing, as is Arcasign sat
the (C). The second precise is identical in the examples and
states particular- iniitance related to the generalisation in the first
premiss, .The conclusion in each example' draws an inference about the
1113 tance-aettncludes, intact, that what is true of the principle is true
of the instance. The class should agree that if the premises are true
in these examples, the conclusion is true. If the students write out
these - excerpts, they should be cautioned to use a separate sheet. They
shoUld gd write in the unit itself.

The concept of sets can be useful for students, since they work
with sets in mathematics as well as in transformational grammar. Prob.
ably the circle diagrams ars et,:lre effective if the class sees them
drawn. The Student Version includes one diagram of example A, but the
class might gain from watching you draw the circles for C and deciding
at the diagram progresses where the smaller circles should be placed.
If the diegraies prove effective, the students may work out the patterns
in the four numbered statements that follow the examples. The directions
ask them to find the premises and the conclusion, and the diagrams may
be helpfUl. Or the students may set up the patterns in three statements
like those inacamples A, B, and C. Sentence 2 is like these patterns,
though the first premise has to be supplied, and the conclusion is
stated first. In the other three, patterns and diagrams are similar:

1. All dogs like bones.
He is a dog.
Therefore, he likes bones.

2. All milk that has begun to
not taste good.

That milk has begun to sour.
Therefore, it will not taste good.

creatures
ones'

7 all dogs:\

Yithis dog
\ (

sour does
..ds 11(7.".

720161Ault#6,$(.4)-
016

6°6 11(1%18%v) sc*"1
Sv/' ) this

milk

3. All people who sit up too late will
tie tired the next dirq

Tat ,ary'Sitting up too. late.
Therefore, yot :be tired tomorrow.
(Or, Sitting up too, late always makes
people tired the next day.)

4corPeople
who, sit up \
too late 1

r°u
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The first premise may be stated in other ways- the point is that it
sets forth, a general principle. to which the instance in the second prem-
ise relatos.

The student is next guided to examine the principle-instance pattern
in which the first premise is qualified. He has worked with unqualified
generalisations (Al dogs like bones); now he should see what happens
to the-pattern when the first premise is not a universal statement. If
the premise reads: am members of the class are sophomores, John may
or may not be a sophomore, even though he is in the class. If the prem-
ise reads: &pi of the members of the class are sophomores, the sopho-
more proportion of the class' is increased and with it the likelihood of
John's being in that proportion. The conclusion "John is probably, a
sophomore" might be justified. If, however, the premise reads: yea
few of the class are sophomores, the likelihood is decreased and the
conclusion can be no stronger than "Johnjurbe a sophomore," and further
qualifiersgnight well be used to suggest strong doubt of the possibility.
The point is that the conclusion must reflegt the degree 2,t9SW30a2n
of the rremisee. It must not go beyond, the assumptions set forth. The
students may- be reminded of the grammatical possibilities for stating
qualificationsin the determiner of the subject NP, in adjective or
td verb modifiers, in the auxiliaries of the verb.

The examples given in thia discussion should present no problems.
In the first three the student is asked only to supply the conclusion,
and the problem is relatively simpleto qualify the conclusion suf-
ficiently. It may be useful to point out that in 1 the qualification
is most easily added to the subject NP with a modifier; in 2 and 3 it
probably must be expressed in an adverb or in the verb. The three
examples presented in ordinary sentences are designed to let the student
identify the premises and the conclusion when they are not ordered for
him. Each of the sentences omits the first premiseland in each example
the first premise would be a qualified statement:

1. Camping trips are likely to be more pleasant in good weather.
2. Most Irishmen are Catholics.
3. Dresses on half-price sale are likely to be damaged, or:

Damaged dresses are frequently put on half-price sale.

Problems in the Reasoning Pattern

The problems in these reasoning patterns occur in the premises
themselves or in the relation between the premises. The first set of
examples six sentencesillustrates the problem of unsound or ridiculous
first premises; if the statement of principle is not acceptable, the
conclusion is 'likely to be rejected. The first ,entente ititee the
first premise 141 soPhOmorea are shoW-offs) bait in thErfoncaring
sentences the student must 540.17 it. In the first; second, "third, and
fifth bentences.the first premise is an unqublifiedteneralisation that
is ridiculous in the light of widely accepted information. Nobodyat



least no sophcmore..xould.cheertely accept the premise; that, all siOpho-
mores- are ehor.offs,anct arir.colIclusion.deriv#g f.rcm that premise should
be; vieired,With-suspiciork by-a self.respeciing soptxmore (or friend).
The other three are equally

The student should derive at least one principle for evaluating a
conclusion in a reasoning 'pattern:

iga the first Ad the sei9on4 premise, must be acceptable.

The class may also gain frau refining the statement further to specify
the requirements of an acceptable premise:

a. It must be properly qtalified.
b. It must not violate generally accepted facts.
c. If it is a matter of opinion, the opinion must be supportable.

These examples have all dealt with problems in the premises. The
next four sentences illustrate the problems of relationship between
premises that can invalidate the conclusion. Relationships are scale-
times difficult to see, and the problems they pose can be complicated
and perplexing.

In the first example, the problem lies in the relation between the
statements, "An dogs like :,:ones" and "Wy cat likes bones."' In the
first premise the subject NP simunames a set; the VP 12mta
Milken a statement about the set Ala gm it places the dogs set in a
larger set of "creatures that like bones." The second premise relates
only to the r2, not to dm, the subject NP. In other, words, it places
gc cat in the larger set of creatures who like bones, but not in the
smaller set of all dogs.

.

,ecroatures
/that. like bones

It( :ft ( )
k dogs

If the firit demise read: r "AllAlogs and gay dogs like bones," then the
relation of the premises would be sound, for the two ets would be equal,
and _anything .that,belongeCtO, 'ode :Woad belong. to the other. The con.
-slusicarwoul' still be faultyk howeveri,..this-,:time because of an untrue

irsti,prendse Any reasoning;patternAhat resulti =in the conclusion
that Cvat tel cdog.,,rests. either Ion-faulty premises or on premises that
are improperly related,

In the second sentence, the second premise relates to the subject



NP; but it removes the instance- (John) from the NP set (members of the
alibi): It does nots however, exclude John from the larger set of

1ucm211,e doest it, put-11.irr &the.,gophgemog - Unless the
rea4 11:.L,Qat -the'--inembere_ this, class are-sophomores, or:

4U thee sophomores are- members;:-34 -this, classy: the second premise could
not exc.lude ,John -from the.Soihamores set.

,.---'-'----------,,/ N
7 Sophomores

i 4?

1 Member4-

,

I \
.

i Of Clii88
.1

1\
,.,s

\\_.....1 ?.
The third and fourth sentence i illustrate the same problem.

II

A second type of reasoning pattern is the analogy, which is based
on comparison. These patterns are relatively simple; the chief prob
lems occur in the second premise where the analogy is stated:,, because
the question in analogy reasoning is whether the things compared are
nearly enough alike to justify the conclusions The acceptability of
the first. premise is important, as in any reasoning pattern, but the
,problems of relationship lie chiefly in the analogy itself.

Examples A and B should cause_ students no difficulty. The analogy
is stated in the second premise, and they should understand that the
acceptability of the, conclusion depends on the acceptability of the
premises. The two examples that follow are intended to offer a chance
to evaluate premises: The first analogy was famous during Franklin D.
Rooseirelt,s 1940 campaign, but it is equally applicable to any period
of unrest or crisis. The ,aralogy can be challenged as it was in 1940
by objection to both preMises. Some voters; particularly of the party
not, in powers; might argue that even in midstream it zifitt be wise to
change to better torso. --Dr the objection, might be made that the
state of ythe .countri- is not Me the t2oubles of a horseman swimming
a: stream; the analogy: shows nothing. The acceptability of the conclusion
depends heavily on the acceptability of the premises, ax no positive
pronouncement can ;be-maderfor all people.

.

.The -410004.4xf.mge,,,ah:o011.ead students: to a more easily. determined
Judgment. ,..4,therdo,.not rt,, the second premise faUlty, the analogy
inaccurate, and the conclusion indefeasible, we clearly have some spade
work to ,.do: on fundamental ethical' concepts;,

LI ".;

(
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EXERCISES: Problems in Reasoning

Exercise I may be used as a brief writing exercise or a class discussion.
It is -intended -to-faunisarize:And, emphasize, A point -already madethat in
ordinary = writing at-_te:asoning- 'pattern often ;appears in abbreviated_ -form;
and therefore 7Inipply14---the partemot:given is -one.-way to:guarcl
faulty reasoning.: In the ,examples, the miseing parts are. not difficult

-to -add:---

. a, .First -premise _omitted -::- The maturity required for cave tent
voting and the maturity required for competent fighting
develop ,at the eame time. (dubious)

First premise omitted: .Everyone (all), who take French 3 have
passed French 2; or, Only people who have passed -French 2
are allowed to take French 3. (probably sound, but not
certain)

c. First premise dditted: All teachers know all the answerS.
(ridiculous)

d. First premise cmitted: All, football players are too. stupid
to get 100 in that test honestly. (ridiculous)

Exercise also may be written, but probably would be more effective
as class discussion. The four examples permit students to consider
the problem of negative reasoning* : In A, the question is not whether
the world is flat; it is whether anyone believes that the world is flat.
Most people, of course, accept the concept of the universe described
by scientists, but there- is a small though determined group of people
in one of the Midwest states who have organized a society for believers
in a flat world. The existence of even a small group demonstrates
the danger in drawing conclusions fran negative evidence, particularly
an unqualified conclusion.

Example B is. almost eqUally risky, for predictions about_ the
future based on past evidence are suspect. Students in- the atomic age
are perhaps less susceptible than their parents, generation was to the
assumption that what has never been done probably cannot be done.
Assuming that-nothing As.impossible might be -risky too; but if a pre-
diction is impossible it is- impossible-"on stronger grounds than the
factthat it hat never been done.

Example C is a familiar type of reasoning based on a dubious
first premise and unsound in its conclusion even If the prude° is, true.
the fadt that - nobody b.ltiefolloim couriseof action .proves nothing
about the,Wirid* of the action.

&wog. D' is a cc:chi:nation' of the- prediction B and
the wieddiii-Principle; of 0; th,:it. What -has.:not -happened', in
the Oast iiiisati$6 it-not,-tippening'itfithe titureand toliclUdeb that
futu:ret'effOrt' shOUld' not be- tied = - - ,

14,

A
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A fourth reasoning pattern is that of cause-effect. This reason-
ing process is used in any attempt to determine the causes or consequences
of actions; it is important because recognizing the relationship be-.
tween actions, cubes) and 'effects enables-people to chooee courses of
action lore -intelligently. The-examples for the class to discuss are
intended to point out various hazards in cause-effect reasoning that-
may lead to faulty conclusions, in considering hypothetical instances,
it is important to remember that "answers,' cannot-be absolute; all the
student is asked to do is weigh the possibilities.

1. The problem in the first example is the probable cause of the sudden
indigestion of students who ate in the same restaurant. Since the
only item all the students had eaten was tuna, the likelihood is
greatest that the tuna caused the trouble. In determining causes,
the first step is to look for an eleMent common to all instances.
If there is only one, it is the Most likely cause. If the matter
of the indisposed students became serious enough to demand. investi-
gation, questions might be raised about what each one had eaten
or drunk earlier in the day, and possibly. other items on the menu,
such as the fruit salad, should be examined. One student who be-
came ill, had not eaten fruit salad, but one student might conceivably
have been ill from other causes. Any investigation should seek the
common denominator--a factor, like the tuna, traceable in each
instance, and if possible, absent in instances that did not show
the result.

2. The added information about the student Mike, who did not eat tuna
but did eat fruit salad and did not became nauseated adds to the
likelihood that the tuna was the cause. This information seems to
eliminate fruit salad as the cause since Nike ate it without ill
effect. The students should see -that' if two causes are possible and
one can be eliminated, the likelihood of the other cause is in-
creased. Also, the absence of the result in instances where the
probable cause did not operate increases the likelihood that the,
cause has been identified,

3. The example of Paul and his colorful explanation for not turning in
a theme when it-was due is intended to suggest that the .simplest
damsel is =jelly the most-probable. Fantastic things do happen,
but only infrequently--or they would not be fantastic.

4. The fourth -example, based on Ms nni, is intended to warn students
against the Lod hos fallacy-i-reasoning that because one event pre-
cedes another, the first causes the second. The student who de-
cided that Huck Finn ran away because Jim had persuaded him, and
the student who thought he went because he had become wealthy, were
both raisled,,by theAime sequence. If Huck and list ran away at the
same time, Huck might just. as logically have persuaded. Jim; per
suasion by either one Jo not established..by' coincident times.. Nor
is themealth- theory tenable, without more evidence of relationsap;
the bare fict that. wealth preceded the running' away is not sufficiert
evidence of cause. .

6p,

fi



5. The qUotatien !ma- -Huck Finn illustrates-a frequent problem of reason-
ing-=ratiortalising.. 'Huck tni Jim-are wzbstitaing more respectable
causes -a-their actions, than the true causing they are persuading
themselves that- their "motives were commendable; Huck has clearly
eine by his ability to make the worse appear the better reason from
the teachings -of his Pap, who managed to believe that his motives
for stealing chickens derived -from the desire-to do good deeds that
would never be forgOtten. Huck and Jim manipulate their cause- effect
reasoning to convince- themselves that they are following the honored
practice of ccenpronise which protects the rights of opponents by
agreements on concessions frown each side. They have made ore leap
into rationalizing when-they decide that they are "borrowing"' and
not stealing. The "concession" is a pretentie that they are dealing
fairly with the -owners of the melons they are pilfering, who of course
aro not repreiented at the ccamrcmise session.

6. The sixth example is intended to point out that if two causes or
promised results are contradictory, both cannot be true.-

A,SSIGNMEWT F03. WRITING

The student has now examined three kinds of reasoning patterns and
some of the problems that can arise frau each. The emphasis throughout
has been on the importance of evaluating the assumptions or premises
and examining the relationship between them, The student should now
be able to study the patterns himself and observe how they operate in
speaking and writing. This assignment gives the students an opportunity
to observe reasoning patterns used in Julius Caesar, in instances where
Shakespeare's characters were making decisions. The assignment should
provide insight into the reasoning that led to action in the play. The
student is- given a list of quotations from the play, each setting forth
an example of reasoning. The student is asked to look first for the
premises and the conclusion and to supply any that are missing.

plit.:7.ti_.c_Ln for Writing...

Each student should choose one of the quotations and study the
reasoning carefully to see whether the speakers are reaching justifiable
conclusions based -on acceptable premises. The pattern he chooses he
should write out completely. He may need a little help, though the
quotations- are Choien to provide examples at various levels of difficulty.
The -analogieti 'Should be fairly easy, and 2 and 3 in the series of
,principle-instance examples are fairly simple. The paper is to be an
explanation- of` why the-CoriChution is or 14 not justified.

itir.:11W the Paver,

The class should be reminded that the premises are imjibttant; if
they are not acceptable, the :entire pattern is in question. Ate student
should support his opinion with reasons And wimples. He shotild
read papecarefully 'ter mechanical - -errors, and if he was suctions

4
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from the playas tiupporting-evidenile-, this IS a good opportunity for
hi r td.gaiireame WcperienceId.th_qUOtifig,teCtiketely
qaote6: careitliy -against the text,: If time :Vortite,
of the papers, or a selected portion of the papers, is always- useful.

Lesson Lac12 -

Now that the students have examined assumptions and the kinis of
conclusions that natural] follow from their assraptions they should --
be ready to investigate the kinds of decisions people make through
reasoning. The next three lessons twill extimine-three types Of prob-
lems-!decieions of. fact, decisions of value and-value-judgmenti and
decisions of policy.

Lesson 3 tries to show the student how he can use deduction in
westions of fact. It also. cautions him about what he cannot reasonably
deduce.- The introdudtion starts on a note of caution to warn the stu- -

dent -away from needless .argument about facts that can be_ checked, and
to suggest. that many-deciiions combine tact and judgment. The first
set of questions leads into a discussion of the kinds of problems that,
combs solved by -deductions made frcin factual evidence and the kinds of
problems that require other forms of reasoning for a sound conclusion.

murderI. Students should recognize that since the law defines first degree
most members of the jury would accept the first assumption.

2. If the second statement is an instance of the first, the third
statement must be- the conolusion.

3. The district, attorney will have four main probleni. He must show:
1) that Mr. I was murdered; 2) that Madam X killed Mr. Y; 3) that
she was of sound mind when she did the killing, and 4) that she did
it with malice aforethought.

4. Like the district attorney, the defense -attorney must investigate .

the second-premise and in some way thow-that it is not an instance
of the first premise. You might call the attention of the class to
the disagreement among psychologists about what constitutes a
-sound mind, and to the difficulty of proving a malicious intent..

5. The Statement might be established factually if the defense -attorney
.:_,:hakunlimited resources .and access to all information.

6.. Since ,iwbat, :constitutes: a-,-zsound' mind-or malice 'aforethought is a
matter 4fIdegre.e.ifAhis ,decisionrwoUld-tatimately--rest on the judg-
ment -.atthe lury?-influencedi= perhapti by: the testimony of experts.

Thi;eectionidevoted..toentning some of the problems in draw-
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ing corclueice/I11400 tigeStioPfkiltiteots-.riparticularly the danger of
misinteMeting AliCt4v:-OrrAVAPAntitO flq1U1CI 41)904111141.f.r The. students
are first givell:A.-AkiTttl*CIPPWrcgt. ;47.beAherkOck: 4031ee0=,04.7* "The
Speckled Band," in Which the detective displays his powers of instantan-
eous deduction, rTh la8hortUttibto- examipe the wagge criti
cal.ly-_and-,,judge.the:rlolic with sane ptorieeiry. They should see,- for
examples that mud might possibly have gotten on the jacket sleeve some.
other way4 -r the writer pt the stow maim the.-.wcw.:*), sonething
highly unliicelyghen-..!she:igoestck-the. detective's cities atili clutching
the train.-ticis.et:;in her 4344. --

Although. dot ecive action is not enjoying the po pularity it did
several years ago,there may be enough mystery story addicts in the class
to enjoy discussing the.-A04,0g0T1410hods.,, in such atoriee- in the light
of logical,reapordzig.,: Sonestudentis; will doubtless be familiar with
the Perry Mason IV series, and sane may recall the Nancy Drew kind of
youth .books that do violence-to:logic:

.. , -
An eiert more4emiliar type :of conclusion, theoretically- haseci on

fact should be identifiable in the advertiments provided the students
for study; Thershould-: see ,that there are virtually no facts at all in
the first ad, and that the sparse facts in the second ad are clearly
not the grounds on which the conclusion is to be based. Both ads pur-
port to be factual, but they actually depend on insinuation.

EXERCISE

The exercise requires students to bring to class an advertisement
that asks for a conclusion, and to be prepared to explain to the rest
of the elate whether-the-conclusion is ,justified. This may be treated
as an informal speaking assignment.

In the nextiselections Benchley makes an indirect attack on con-
fused thinking. Before the class discusses this" selection it may-be
Well to review the material on the use of negative evidence in deduction.

=ME D.LPlsoust910N

8111..2S,W1a,- r- .4;

BenchlerlsaysAbstAttivfluttc t 1SllA 5,tory, to-: rotate; Professor
BouviirlettcopteOttin.-40.;40, isi thatzSe)e,Nu.t:1,. qtret0- not
tp,,,creditlhliorlthitoo,a0Olurpason#C:P9wer,#-?-_

-:
2. AteigningAirowchoivctimblioljoolskspe ipparontly akssthe tilDr7

orlthivise0iptki4kinivpaimrbnor.-441ocwPtlialki:
c4 ,

3. .ThirotripAzueftuagi 1;a5oning

F

t
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4 The really tolling
1,41171

error in reasoning occurs in paragraph .5. Accord-

Any creature; that has reasoning power will not attempt to do
obviaUsli cannot do.

. The wasp did 7 not Bette mpt to rearrange the cards.
Therefore the wasp h boleti able to- reason that it could not

arrange* tal* cards..

The students should recognise that an inference drawn from two
negative preskises proves nothing.

5: ktual3b, llench3.e7 hes fallen into exactly tivhe error the Profeseor
man witi.4ng. against* Be is tosuming intelligence in.the wasp -whenit u to WI** in an intelligent way. Ifs seeps. to be proving
the Profeseorts- poitit,..but he nay also be poling fun at the labor-
ing of an obvious point.

2012344
1. The order in the I-selection is chronological.

2. The mention of the treaties allows Benchley to spoof the book. It
parallels the Professor's "gstUdr."

3. Both Benchley Ed the *SP went to bed crying.
fri

4. The opening -and. close of the article are closely related and help-

the unity of the-itilectiono Ostensibly Benchley is stating at
the end the solution to the problem posed at the beginning; actually
'hi is proving the Professor's point.

1. TheOtOtte070. ehOuld- have no trogbto r1P-cogniiing: the ItOmor. Bonoaurr
i writing In, his 1;04 vein of bumbUng4littl*Muni candy, in this

s$ic].S enhanced YE: 01.**Itant *1040#040,110:

2. tinges of 1460440.0 lor r flcii caning the wasp "Fudge,"
the vamp_ thirteen or fourteen

le- wasp -cry. ihe lilt line of paragraph 2
"1,0*, 704 414i.; 9.tker 01114.444,..!mm' WhY 0)10444 :040k ,i0040,

cafitit notiiiali'up'Ilie Cita,

czeoet inapproprifpe,....

int
The 4f 51t.,-4*.t.1

that-thik.'welP oditid reason
;if 1*-661134, sqot t otr froxlittke kii,A#rib=ities

.
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3. BePohlere,--Cesteful-inelUeion,-oteletaile,141M440.4e0tiscards,
all geeltegtve-hifivartiele-IPA-11,r'or4OhOraIrw- Weeel*A0
quel#7 ilooked*-1114. of the 100* Wit (ielgicattone
are sot -exact, either; the". emni i ious until exialined

22=10102016%0111111E

This asses shoald !give the stucients. an opportunity _to work
creatively withinAlrememprk that pees arm 1imitatione.. The items
in the list nix ride 4arting7point for realigning about bunion nOtiVes.
The assulptions -theY Maks can be pointed out in dismission of the
papers, and the class may enjoy considering the reasoning in the stories.

Lem k: Mandl
The purpose of this lesson is to acquaint the student with the

kind otreatigMiztnecessary for _reaching decisions in questions of
value JUdipeento :The,,,Opening..lesson in-ths. unit gave sails
understanding; ,of the -kind of problmis- encountered In these questions.
The selection by Joseph Wood Xrutch provides a different approach be-
Cause -it -questions -theirauee4Plarent17 wanted_ brac4iettils an-cl -141°11311
etiaulate -theetudemts to-!-reexraine.the values Krutch :points .out. In
decisions-about values the individual most_ VII* through his standards,
his criteria for-judging what is gook what is 4, and what is es.,
sential. Since the first lesson asked the studtiats to evaluate people,
or the= inde of service people-rendered to-the ccsignity, the students
may need help to see the relationship to this lesson, Here the,evalu-
ation is not of people.perfonsing service, but of society itselfthat
is to. say, attitudes in society that underlie actions.

21=111 1121 211E6112

Askt6mat

1. Saae.science teachers- and laboratory,- physiologists seal to Krutch
to-be, reasoning that, if students do not think of animals as pets,
causing. the,animalsAo, suffer does not hurt the students. Actually,
it might well develop the callousness !crutch deplores, Other
teachers believe- that smiling that fascinates the students
is justified and that they can believe only what they see. The
overall assumption to which -Krutch takes exception is that anything
done in the AIM of science is justified.

2. Krutch is of course attacking this reasoning.

Ar tifrikit and Httlaitattisood'authoritr,fot-the needs: of ,science.
,Using theirrattreng?atatesents-- supports Ktutcbtelvint ,effectively.

4-- 7

El. It is the duty of society of prevent cruelty to animals in
laboratory =palmate by requiring that. the workers proceed
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f.TP, iNcvigt-:4105,ww ecAentitno riPOP3-4* §Me.
*A. fr: **Oil dOes

Mi." 4n re_ae

"Ois :Me POSVn,14,41-4 I .104441372 Prelnia. 14414 have to draw
0. MPS .1-0,2 ,.- 7 _

,

D, ite eVidence ram- tb. tour English fellows is Very effective.
Thfk.,f99r,z7, *Of Prailngk -40.11,14' ePtOck V*, PoXici.

lvaii:but owpar,tes.1,-the._ovs: 9440-148h 4: similar
*44- the- but-1)084.04k 44thoPit7 for IrrutqlVe

E. 40"-ch-:ineiate.: that Apyeve, tOr 'ahould be ab.14 should
b .40'0.04;04, to show that he coul4 lsrn saaething impozstant or
**yew enough to protide en excuse for the

3 Krutob,48. oppoi meeedieea, or of.14045-0461. .962111$05 .011t
on that esti: cruelty

not :but _barrio, the burroa, ihci.fer*Ma

4 ittut-Cli,
.

ei.--that. ISOM to have changed actually have
only changed form. Thy foxier acceptance of cruelty to animals
for entertainaent has been ruled out by law, and we call the change
piiVettrel however---2cruelty to animals is not much different if it
Ii-belioVeli *Stilted by science. Men now do not consider religion

'thimrtiret enough,: to j1.4414 cruelty, but they do consider science
iskPOrt4.4 01011814

5. etch coniemno thw attitude that :science is 49044 szioigh, to
.

4uet4.. unulic.easary ,cruelty, and. he ,deploreo the callousneiss. that
eruch.anaittltwie,bree4., He object! to cruelty, ,particUlarly the
rat4; tome.

OW=
1. migra -1 e4 2 are related :by the staPril4941.0f-a-lion, idea;

is the first specific /ink, and ktarveti9n
4'ficuPP 41r09.1010iitt,th0/10.0(4P.11.

2. 'The ilia]. sentence repeats the Central idea.
_

.

pour, is isd to shook the reader. Xrutcb takes
of the shack in the eöcond paragraph when he shows that

torturing rats and mice in scientific experiments ,is not so very
10311Ple; yet whereas.we are repelled by the

'CVO the second as natural.
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.4.: .6,, _,446 444t. .akezelrCennge7-:..'V.."." ,

2. The two situations are not supposed to be exactly alike, since the

rate. AMA MVO are used for purposed of echttatflAt. Thai effect on

the 'teals is the Mac, end- the increasing Calloitsnese in people

is such the saw,

-*Irtitch: VAS :the:mord Isivistada in quotes because he does not be-
lle* that theeaipi s are really educational; they become a
*perverse for* of pleasure.

4. The quotation fra* The Ancient Mariner" reminds the reader that
students are taught in literature to condemn needless killing. The
tone of the refutation is ironic; a bright student would realise
that the values people subscribe to are inconsistent with what he
can obssrve. The use of the word critters, carries on the ircny.
The Bitglish teacher is stressing the value of all life while the
biology tncher is stressing exactly the opposite--critters are
expendable,

5, The use of jg mai and kit in parity** 4 and Reftk in Para-
graph 10 reinforces Krutchis Contention that because science has
became powful, scientists believe that they should have no re-
strictions, The restrictions on cruelty exist in theory but do
not always operate in practice.

=ME 2211 MIZZI
The writing aseigraent is intended to allow the student to reason

about values. The subject matter is within his range; he is asked to
evaluate a school or family activity, explain wby it is valuable or
important, and show her it reflects ccemendable attitudes. If he pre-

torahs me; object to the activity he selects as reflecting attitudes
not to be approved by people. In either case he should review his
assumptions as he plans his paper, exi he should give his reasons.

Since questions of value and questions of policy are closely related,
the student is 1ed 'into a brief discussion of 'Crutch's essay as sug-

gesting a pilloy because of the values he has defined. !Crutch does

not directly advocate a policy, but he clearly thinks ease restriction
should be put on cruel experiments. His attention to values points
out the bad effects of the present procedures.

Stud eats can learn trap, transforming ICratchis thesis into IL-
sentences. They should be able to see at once that policy questions
must deal with consequences. If a wise policy is followed, then the
resulte.are desirable; it it is not followed, or if a bad policy is
followed, the results are undesirable.

SEWS HP= MUM
The optional aseignmenb builds on value questions to allot the
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OVERVIEW

In the preceding unit, students have learned some basic principles of
sound reasoning; they have seen that conclusions can be justified only if
they rest upon acceptable premises. In some kinds of writing, however,
the author wants to. proceed from an impossible premise which he asks the
reader to accept for the moment as if it were true, for purposes of humor
or imaginative exploration of an idea. He .sets up a kind of hypothesis and
asks If this were true, what would happen? Science fiction is an obvious
example; in order to tell a story, the author must use impossible assump-.
tions, and many other kinds of fiction employ the same-principle. Humorous
writi4, too, is frequently based on following irapersible premises. But
when the author asks the reader to suppose that an impossible premise is
true, he still must make what follows seem likely; if he bases his story, for
example, on the hypothesis that people can move around On the moon, he
must still make the reader believe that the events he describes could happen;
they must be true to the actions of people as we can observe them in real
life. This is the principle of plausibility. The accepted laws of science may
be suspended, tat not the accepted laws of human behavior.

In this unit the student explores various kinds of writing based on the
principles of plausibility and is given the opportunity to try his hand at im-
aginitive writing in which his problem is to maintain credibility within the
framework of an imagined or an impossible situation. The unit closes the
year's work with a study of somewhat lighter materials than he has formerly
worked with and allows him to exercise the powers of his imagination.

How then does an author give the ring of truth to his writing? Even in the
realm of the fancffuls plausibility is of necessity an element in all good
speaking and writing. This quality is achieved in a variety of ways, some
subtle, some obvious, most of them easily understood by a student on this
level, most of them, in fact, rhetorical principles he has already learned
in units previously studied in this curriculum.

When an author writes of the period in which he and his readers live, it
may not be difficult for him to achieve an air of plausibility because both he
and his readers know that the authenticity of his material can be checked.
When, however the author chooses to -recreate the past or to forecast the
future, the fact that his ideas may be entirely unfamiliar to his readers will
probably make his methods of expansion and support subject to closer scru-
tiny.

The models in these lessons have been chosen with this point in mind. Of
the six presented for study, three recreate the past and three are projec-
tions of a possible future. The two selections from Marchette Chute's
Shakespeare of London illustrate the responsibility of an author to the read-
er in making certain that what is being presented is as near the truth as the
author is able to make it. They also illustrate the way in which richness of
detail can--as Chute herself put it in her introduction to the book - -build a
"mosaic" of the times easy for the reader to envision. The excerpt from
Thornton Wilder's The Ides of March illustrates the power of the first per-
son statement In the form ofietters to sound the authentic note. (It should
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also provide another interpretation of the character of Julius Caesar for a
class already familiar with Shakespeare's interpretation.)

Within the framework of the short story, "The Portable Phonograph, "
W4/141140MbOrit Park develops a thesis concerning the nature of man
end how his nature may affect his future on this planet. Here again, much
thatitif familir to the reader is brought into the foreground to prepare him
for accepting the fact that man has brought himself to this pass, the end of

In contrast to thOsomber quality of "The Portable Phonograph" are two
lighter selections, "The Reading Machine" and "Sbunpiking on the Moon, "
both 'satirical interpretations of current trends. You may decide tint for
your partkular claim, one or the other of these it the better to use if you
do not wish to use bOth, These modelgi hate be placed at the end of the
unit because--being journalistic in style and light in tone--they may serve
to germinate ideas for the kind of writing- euggested in the final writing as-
signment. Other students with a more -sober turn of mind may still, of
course, look for inspiration in "The Portable Phonograph. "

Three exercises and three assignments in writing grow out of a study of
the models. The assignments do-not demand research, and the students are
free to concentrate on the writing. The final writing assignment invites the
students to use their own. inventiveness in projecting the future, at the same
time keeping their writing Within the limits of plausibility.
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LESSON I

PART A

Ug 'E1....._OSTNS FOR STUDY

SUBSTANCE

L What were the means by which the Londoners entertained themselves?
--After reading this excerpt, the students should be able to enumerate the
various kinds of entertainments enjoyed by Londoners: the Lord Mayor's
Show; the glittering appearances of Queen Elisabeth and her retinue; the
tilt -yard shows; the public executions; the large funeral processions; the
many exhibitions of strange animals and freakish people; the public trials;
the cock-fights and the bear-baiting; the theater.

2. What influence did their taste in entertainment have on the kind of
theater produced for their enjoyment? - -The whole intent of this selection
is to show how the Londoner's taste in entertainment influenced the kind of
productions offered at the theater. If students have made the list suggested
in the first question, they should have no difficulty in relating the public in*
terest in pageantry, natural wonders, foreign lands, murder trials, etc,*
to the kind of theater bare discussed in the final paragraph.

(This might be an opportunity for the teacher to point out the appeal of the
theater as a source of vicarious experience in an age when the expansion of
the known world through exploration provided a tremendous stimulus to the
acquisition of knowledge. )

3, Find the specific references the author has used to document her
statements. ----The specific references used to support the statements
should be fairly easy for the students to discover. The details throughout
seem to be drawn from descriptive accounts of the London of that day. The
quotation marks, used occasionally, suggest to the reader that the infor-
mation has been drawn from a contemporary account. References to a hang-
ing at Wapping, the Babington conspiracy, the report of a traveler from
Kremzow, the Star Chamber hearings at Westminster, specific dates (the
80's and 1586), and specific titles of plays all support the reader's impres-
sion that the author has relied upon specific contemporary sources as the
basis for her statements.

4. What kinds of documents were probably consulted in order to build
this "mosaic" of London life in the 15801a? ---From examination of the text
alone, it.is not possible to state definitely the exact nature of the references
consulted, by the author, The student can only speculate about the matter.
Official government records may have been the source of information con-
cerning the Lord Mayor's Shows the appearances of Queen Elizabeth, the
BahingtOttonspiracy, and the Star Chamber bearings at Westminster,
Since descriptive pamphlets are twice mentioned, it is probable that these
were Used cis =h -sOrce for 'many stateMents. The traveler's account of his
starittLondon it-obviously another source. The titles and the nature of the
plays performed may have come from reading copies of old playbills or from
a record of goverfunent licenires -granted for the performance of these plays.

I
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STRUCTURE AND STYLE
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le Suggest a title that you, consider appropriate for this passage, -
Probably Entertainments,. London Entertainments, and Amusements in
Shakespeare's London will be typicaFfirle trda offerel'-'

2, What does- the purpose of the _first paragraph seem to be? (Remember
that this has been taken from a_ longer work.) Find the ten-word
statement point:140o the. thought developed in 1,14a particular selection, ..-
Close reading of the first paragraph should reveal to the student that it
serves as a bridge between the life a young man (Shakespeare) has been liv-
ing at Stratford and the life he will now be living in the city of London* Stu-
dents should have no difficulty in selecting the ten-word statement forecast-
ing the content of the subsequent paragraphs: ", nowhere in England were
people more intent on enjoying themselves , , '1

3. How has the author used paragraph indentations to assist the reader
in following the thought? ---The author's paragraph indentation neatly co-
incides with each new kind of entertainment discussed.

Paragraph 2:

Paragraph 3:
Paragraph 4:
Paragraph 5:
Paragraph 6:
Paragraph 7:
Paragraph 8:

Entertainments offered by the =Wag class (Lord Mayor's
Queen Elizabeth's; the knight's)
Executions--a public show
Funerals
Strange creatures
The Star Chamber hearings
Cock-fights and bear-baiting
The theater

4, What two words, appearing in every paragraph, serve as a means of
tying the subject matter together? ---It will probably be quite apparent that
the recurring words serving to tie. the selection together are London and Lon -
doner-s.

5, Paragraphs 2, 3, 6, and 7 all contain words associated with the the-
ater. List them, How does the choice of these words help to promote the
author's purpose? ---A thoughtful reading of this selection should reveal
to the student that the author's purpose is to show that the entertainments
enjoyed by Londoners of Shakespeare s time had an influence on the kind of
plays produced. Finding and listing the theatrical terms should make the
student aware of one means used by the author to achieve this purpose.

In paragraph -2 the student will find London shows Lord lMa e!
show;__arnateur showman; spectacular appearances, determined
dressin.grit*Ail show,

MOMS, .11111=1111411.

In paragraph 3 he will find went to their death Ilk actors final
gmgheit, chief performer, clitz at a Weitre,

in paragraph Che-will find entertainment, theatrically Minded
-,audience4 iWse.titt usher*.

In paragraph find admission, performers vilio danced,

r _ -
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audienCe

O. Suppose that the author had chosen to use the "young man up from the
country" (the he of =the first agraph) as a link between paragraphs. Would
this have been acceptable, or is the writing better as it Minds? A good
way for the-student to answer thit Omni= Satisfactorily would be for him to
mike "a yixing man-gp froth- the country Would see" for would notice, or
40tild observe, or Would abottOte) a part of the opening statement in each
portagraPh. the regulting monotony Should be obvious.

What two general statements are made about the London theater in
par graph 8? Where are these sentences placed in the paragraph? Where
are the specific details that develop the general statements? How does the
sentence structure help you to see the details supporting each statement?
The first general statement " whatever a Londoner's interests might
be, there was sure to be a play in town that would suit him 4, .1' serves
as a link between the various kinds of entertainment discussed in the pre-
ceding paragraphs and the discussion of the theater that follows. The ex-
pension of this statement continues until the middle of the paragraph, carried
along by structures that maintain the relationship ( . If he read...1f he
liked If he were interested and if he were interested 0 ). Midway
in the paragrapl*Mre is a subtle introduction-IR-the titles of plays and of the
suggestion of an audience interested in ideas as well as in spectacles. These
details culminate in a summary statement that could lead into a discussion of
the sources of the plays or of an expanded statement on the nature of the Lon-
don theater audience.

8. Why do you think the discussion of plays has been left until last? What
effect is created in paragraph 8 by bringing together ideas developed in pre-*
vious paragraphs? ---The reason for placing the discussion of the theater
last should by this time be obvious to the student. He should see that the
most important position has been reserved for this discussion because the
position makes possible the bringing together of all references to other model
of entertainment with the purpose of showing how they all culminated in the
theater.

9. The point of view of a writer toward his subject is often shown by the
way he writes about it. As Marchette Chute reports the entertainments en-
joyed by the Londoners of Shakespear's time, does she take a definite atti-
tude toward these pleasures? Does approval or disapprovalorany other attitu-
seem to be implied in her choice of words or the way she puts them together?
- --This piece of writing seems to be a completely objective report, the
statements seemingly free of judgment words and expressing neither approv-
al nor disapproval. In spite of this objectivity of statement, however, the
richness of detail and the robust quality of the writing communicate a relish
and enthusiasm for the material and a sense of enjoyable participation in the
spirit of the times.

10. What qualities in this writing make you believe that this is the way
things were in Shakespeare's time? ---The students will probably see that
the author's apparent enthusiasm-for her subject as well as the great care
she has used in gathering the material makes the reader feel that he is, in-
deed, reading an authentic account of London as it was in the days of Shake-
speare.
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Part 13

QUESTIONSFOlt STUDY

stnittthcE
eNhat demoii did.the 21.1740.thlk.nrktage put. 'upon, the actor,? --In -tie

firet.01.11110051.-the'041dellts. okinlind-the general statement egliger4141t.this-`
vere4110,-PinCt 00414 dOMAnded of the actor. The remainder of the selec-
tion-Win tiraplifiesition of Sig Statement.

2. _WV was- it difffcult to -make-stabbings and deaths. convincing on the
gliPthethe. n.etage? --,Thet fact that .the plays were: poriorMe_. In 47141*
close to *he audience,- and that the audience demanded real blood and gore,
made it almost- necessary for the actors to .be masters of sleight-of-hand
as well as to have special stage-properties available to assist in the illusion.

A. What were the two basic qualifications of the actor? --The students
may find the basic qualifications of the actor briefly summarised in para-
graph Om (Strong hodY and good voice).

4. Why do you- think.the. author devotes so much space to the fencing
matches, --duels,- and Violent. deaths ? ---Students may find two reasons for
the.autboilm devoting so much time to the duels, fencing matches, and the
violent deaths. Some may say that the authorts,purpose is to include unusual
material to interest the modern reader. Others will see that the space de-
voted to *egg matters .strengthens and gives emphasis to.the final statement
concerning the importance of the voice (. more important than an the
others 4,- ).

It. might be interesting to have the class considet whether or not a dis-
cussion of the importance of the actor's voice could have achieved the same
emphasis.

5. What specific references indicate that the author has done considerable
research before orpuimingthe-statement on the actor? a--There are several
specific references:pointing-to the author* research,. -although, as she states
in the preface to Shakespeare of London-1, -Sk.tellas not made any attempt to
document each statement.. StliTentie1 probably note some of the following,
specifiC references:

II. a well-known actor by 1592, and Chettle says he was an excellent
.one, "
H. *that of Lord Strange, began its career "
,, and on one such..occasion.at_ the Swan,. iv"

Tarleton 4v-comic-Actor* the
4;',. 041101,jugg1414 Paps Ataggepactinto .01WPIVard ,e

In ..4The Battle of Alcazarl ."
"Then it.,was Up. toAdwar, d-Alleyn, "

ctrwir.ele,,,r,,,O,nt os. ;LW_ :4; 41.301tr' I- "id-
II

" ; the sahools of London taught intricate .steps "

'1
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T. to--tilirOf these dancintSchoole watched-
iikotikith. . s" - ,

itilinitiAlleynIS.-Prodtietione *Single actor played

STRUCTURE:AND STYLE

1. -Whatnecessary skills of thelictor mentioned in paragraph 1 are later
deVelopectmorefUll% each in, an --entire paragraph? ai--The skills of the ac-
tor raentioned in paragraph one and fully developed in subsequent paragraphs
are fencing; -,doncinEt. ad acrobatics. -

stage production problem discussed at length in paragraph 5 was
first introduced as a single statement in paragraph 1. Find the statement.

praltction-problem first mentioned in paragraph one and amplified
in-paragraph five is=implied-in the statement,

paragraph
worked on a raffled stage

in the =glare-orthe afternoon sun. "

3; In paragraphs I and 2 find other word groups reiterating the statement
that acting was- "tiotan easy profession. " ---There are several phrases re-
iteratingthe idea that acting was not an easy profession. Students will probr
ably point to the following:

It ea strenuous period of training It

in plays that Made strenuous demands upon his skill
i*telligence and rigorout discipline "
*the hard school of the Elizabethan theatre "

4. -R-ow is the general thesis mentioned in question 3 kept alive in Sub-
sequent-paragraphs? Find speCific references. ---,Alter reiterating in
paragraphs- I and 2 the point that acting Was not an easy profession, the
author keeps the idea alive by a number of subsequent references. Students
may find.the following:

- an actor bad-to knew- how to take Violent falls e (par. 3)
It

6 in staging handatoahand combats the actor's training
-- (par. 4)

*loft& grueling hours of practice " (par. 4)It
if a -high -degree of training-and- of physical coordination 4; (par. 4:
tr e itivindidation of the risk* this sort Of work involved " (par. 4)

'e if athatenrs were talented-. *professionals ...were expected
!Patil)? subordinate or beginning actors were expected to handle 11.
-(parsi

The *Lfzindott theatre was no plate -for physical weaklings " (par. 7)

Stildents4111,0teAtrse Nee that the entire selection- develops the idea that
Attint*Ilitalin*iitlyKprOfeisioni, but therlhould also see that these clear-
'entitittettietittlierVect6- anchOr the mot details the-thesis.

.,54, In this selection. the author is concentrating on the subject of the
actor's= lint:bast not IfergOttewthatithitilronly a- part of the larger

.



subject, being developed-in Shakespeare ,of London. Find the statements point-
ing to this Urger subject, ana notice how the author manages to keep this
subject before' the reader -while developing the particular subject at hand. - --

` ,41
,41

Several 'staternents- in thitselection=nkeep reminding the reader that this dis-
cussion- of the actor is part of a larger .subject. The students will probably
discover the .specific references easily!

and as actor like Shakespeare * ." " (par. 2)"Since he was a well-known actor by 1592 . he must have had. "
(par. 2)
"A young actor like Shakespeare "(par. 4)
" John Shakespeare must have had a strong, well-made body
must have passed on the inheritance " (par. 7)

6. Why do you think the information in paragraph 7 is used at this point?
Could it have been used earlier or is it more effective here? Why? --It
will doubtless be evident to most students that the discussion in paragraph 7
concerning the demands made upon the beginning actors is placed in order of
climax in relation to all of the basic demands of an actor's preliminary train.
ing The phrase in addition to an this (as if this were not enough) is of
course the clue. It glr% worthWe to consider briefly the total effect
on the selection if this material on the beginning actor had been placed ear-
lier.

7.. Why does the author choose to discuss last the need for a good voice?
How has she used the long discussion of acrobatics, fencing, and death scent
to emphasise thin requirement? ---Their previous analysis of the selection
should make it easy for the students to see that the simple statement "He
had to have a ;food voice" achieves weight and importance when preceded
by the elaborate discussions of the other qualifications and the introductory
phrase ". more important than any of the others .11

8. In paragraph 2, and again in paragraph 4, the author uses a verb
phrase structure less definite and less authoritative than the other verb
phrases used in the same paragraph. In paragraph 7 the same structure
is used in a similar situation, Find the verb phrases. Why was the use of
this phrase structure necessary? Does the use of this phrase give you more,
or less, confidence in the author as a creator of an authentic historical past?
The verb phrases referred to in this question (and found in paragraph 2
and again in paragraph 4) are used responsibly by the author to indicate that
her statements in these instances are based on hypothesis, The phrases
are: must have had must have iersie must have tau ht,

It might be well at this point to mention again the wealth of material ex-
tant concerning the London of Shakespeare's time and the dearth of contem

sources relating to Shakespeare himself, in spite of the volumes echo -
artla-Vivoted to him, The fact that Chute takes care to label her hypo-
thetical statements by the choice of the verbs makes it more likely that the
reader will accept her many positive (though undocumented) statements as
plausible and authentic*

9. Another expression used twice in paragraph 7 accomplishes the same
purpose as the verb phraise in question 4. What is the expression? -- -The
expression easily found in paragraph 7 accomplishing the same purpose as

1
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the must have in an earlier paragraph is of course ft is safe to assume,

11&: tiliiitthelierquestiona with students in the classroom, it was
discovered that some few had the.feeling that must carried with it a sense
of. definiteness and positive statement, an Interpretation quite contrary to
the writer's intent, Possibly these students were using the interpretation
of Must as it eklists in** expression it mutt be ,sione or do it,
Theis* students needed-help in setifig-tEarEir =Wit this_ Edicates
only=a strong conviction on the part Of the author that her statement is true
and does not represent the expression oft so-called "absolute truth, "

EXERCISE

The exercise has been directed toward Shakespeare's Julius Caesar in
the interest of integrating some of the teaching materialsMthus saving
time. Several problems-are involved in the assignment for the student:
trying to put himself into the spirit of.the times, using in a new fashion in-
formation obtained from the selection dealing with the actor, and applying
this information to a specific situation, 4

If challenged, students should be able first of at to jus their choices
of characters to play on the basis of time limits, even though they may have
other valid reasons for their choices. They will need to project themselves
imaginatively into the,situation in terms of spedfic- items of apparel and
stage-properties, Finally; they will need to see that attention to specific
detail will increase the sense of reality each is trying to achieve and will
make it more likely that the other class members will accept the writing as
plausible,

ASSIGNMENT FOR WRITING

This assignment gives students some experience in-writing a historical
account without the problem of historical research, The research problem
bag been purposely avoided because it would complicate the assignment =-
duly and put the emphasis on historical research rather than on invention
and good writing.

1
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LESSON $

UES2.1__IIONS FOR. STUDY

SUBSTANCE

MMHG PINSIMPIG

1. At what time of year do the events of this story occur? In what part
of the world? --Students can find many clues revealing that the action of,
the story occurs in late autumn: "the precious remnants of wood... had to
be saved for the real cold"; "V of wild geese fledsouth"; "leafless alders
and willows"; and "the creek was already silent under ice. " The place of
the action cannot be exactly located. The movement of the wild geese in-
dicates the northern hemisphere; the references to the prairie wolf and the
grass and weed stalks of the prairie all point to the plains region of north
central United States.

2. What furnishings does Doctor Jenkins have in his cave? How had he
obtained them? - -- Listing the meager furnishings of Doctor Jenkins' cell- -
the earth bench, the two old and dirty army blankets, the tin utensils, the
books, the portable phonograph, and the records--should present no diffi-
culties for students. They should also recognize the significance of the word

3. Why are the men living as they are? Support your answer with clues
from the story. - -- Students can discover the references to the great war
that has left these men existing_ as they are: "The frozen mud still bore the
toothed impress of great tanks". pits that were "scars of gigantic bombs";
"tangled and multiple barbed wire "; "a shelving ditch with small caves."

4. How old are these men? ---The chum may find it interesting to spec-
ulate why the author has chosen to have all, age groups except the very young
represented.

5. What do you learn about the education and background of these men?
should be obvious to students that these are cultured men who find the

inspiration of Shakespeare, the Bible, Mob Dick121. The Divine Comed and
great music essential to theireir remaininthiiman. Sii&nliiZU pro bly no-
tice many-other clues indicating the needs of these men: the musician's de-
spair that he can no longer listen to the music in his mind; Doctor Jenkins'
comments, "I thought that I knew all of Shelley by heart, " and "I have saved
what I love; the soul of what was good in tis here"; and the remark by the man
who wanted to write, "You will have a little soul left until you die. "

6. Have you any idea why the man who wants to write suggests that "New
York" be played?

7. Can you think of a reason why the musician prefers Debussy?

it, and 7. These two questions are offered merely as matters that stu-
dents may enjoy considering, the text itself providing no answers.

8. How is the musician's appreciation of the music different from that
of the Can you eXpight why the musician does not thank Doctor
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jenidra ? authcir makes the-point that the musician's appreciation
was different from that of other then.: "In all the men except the musician,
there occurred rapid sequences of tragically heightened recollection, Be
heard nothing but What Wairthere. " It WOUld be difficult to describe what
anyOne hears as he lister to. music, but students can see that a musician
might hear the notes ind the way they are handled in a way the average lis-

tener does not,

9. Why does Doctor Jenkins leave the phonograph open? -- -Some stu-
dents will probably realize that leaving the-phonograph open is simply a
courteous gesture.

10, Do you think there is a reason why at least one of the men does not
offer to play host at their next meeting? ---At this point in the discussion
the class can see the reason why these men do not offer to play boot to Doc-
tor Jenkins: they have nothing to offer in return for his hospitality, neither
records nor hooks. Students must be aware of this, or they will not be able
to understand the conclusion of the story.

11. Why has the author chosen not to tell us in detail of the events that
have preceded the incident he is relating? In previous years students
should have learned that a good writer does not include material that is not
important to his story. If at this point the students cannot see that the e-
vents preceding the incident the author is relating are not needed because
they are unimportant, you might bring the idea up again during the discus-
sion of the author's purpose,

12, Is there any reference to man's way of life as a cause for this pres-
ent state of affairs? If so, where is it? ---,Doctor Jenkins makes one ref-
erence to man's way of life as a cause for this present state of affairs: "...
what do we know of those who will come after us? We are the doddering
remnant of a race of mechanical fools. I have saved what I love; the soul
of what was good in us here; perhaps the new ones will make a strong enough
beginning not to fall behind when they become clever."

13. In the paragraph next to the last, the doctor is described as "peer-
ing and listening. " Why is he listening so intently? - -- Students should
easily discover that the doctor is listening for the "sound of suppressed ?).

coughing.

14. In the last paragraph, study all the references to the canvas door.
What significance do you attach to these? ---The many references to the
COWIN door are easy enough to find and should, of course, make the stu-
dents aware that the doctor wants to be certain no one is outside obserr-
ing his movements -or preparing to enter,

15, What is the significance of the last sentence of the story? ---The
last sentence brings the whole episode into focus. At this point the reader
should have become fully aware of the implications of this story. He now
shOuld.understatid athat the desperate. hunger of Doctor Jenkins' three neigh-
bors, the young-Musician in particular, makes them a dangerous threat to
his-present way of life, .poor though it -You should perhaps call attention
to the word com.../o1831ertmeaning providing conditions that make for securi-

A



le, Does the author of this story leave you with the impression that these
are the last men on earth? If not, what other possibilities are suggested in
the story? ,..--Doctor Jenkins' remark, quoted earlier, "... perhaps the
new ones will make a strong enough beginning not to fall behind when they
become clever, " indicates that the author- does not intend to leave the im-
pression, that these are the last men on earth. Some students may point out
other indications that life is going on: "the darker shadows of young trees
trying again, " "the scars of gigaritic bombs, their rawness already made a
little natural by rain, seed and time. "

17. What are the elements in this story that make you accept it? ---An-
ewers to this question will vary.. Moat Mudents will probably agree that man
may be stupid enough to destroy his civilization, and all but the immature
students will probably also find the characters and their attitudes believable.

STRUCTURE AND STYLE

1. Which two cf the men do we see most clearly? Select the details that
enable us to see them. Why didn't the author give the men names? Why
didn't he describe them all in detail? What adjective does the author use to
describe the man who wanted to write? (He uses the same word to form a
manner adverb.) - -- Students should be able to see that the author brings to
life the two central figures in the story, leaving the two middle-aged men
as shadowy outlines the one who wants to write being characterized asnharsh,

The details that enable us to se' Doctor Jenkins are easily found: "He
was an old man, his long, matted beard and hair gray to nearly white. The
shadows made his brows and cheekbones appear gnarled, his eyes and cheeks
deeply sunken. His big hands, rough with frost and swollen with rheumatism;
were awkward but gentle at their task. " Many references to his paInful move
meats -- "rote with slow pain, " "groaning at the movement"--testify to the
physical misery of his existence.

The young musician is lightly sketched. His continual coughing and the
statement, "Writing implied a greater future than he now felt able to con-
eider, suggest a mortal illness. At ore time we see "his thin, horny hand
pa1114

e,

at his light beard" and later witness his agony over the music.

Students will probably realize the the name "Doctor Jenkins" gives added
importance to the old man, and that it is also convenient for the author to
be able to use the name occasionally; that the title, the musician is adequate
for the second important figure; and that the other two ria;Terng subor-
dinate, are allowed to remain anonymous.

2. What words in the first paragraph set the mood of the story? What
is this mood? What references throughout the story maintain the same mood%
(Consider, for instance, the flight of the geese and the howl of the wolf,
In the first words of the story, "The red sunset, with narrow, black, cloud
strips like threats across it, " the author begins to set the mood of the story:

I

1
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this is a world in which everything and everyone may be a threat. Students
will probably see how the author develops this mood almost imperceptibly
in such references as these:

" ..the mute darkness and greater cold of night.... "
"A sensation of torment, of two-sided, unpredictable nature, arose from
the stillness of the earth air beneath the violence of the upper air*...
"...dead, matted grass.*"
11... dome of the darkling earth. 0 "

Other referenced throughout the story maintain the mood. "A V of wild
geese fled south" sets the scene in autumn, when life begins to die. "The
smell and expectation of snow" brings to mind winter and death--a symbol-
ical threat reinforced in the next paragraph: "the terrible cold, in which a
man could not live for three hours unwarmed. " Actually, the author has not
fully developed the mood of the story until the last sentence.

3. What musical terms are used to describe the selection played? What
other words has the author used to describe the music? --Students trained
in music will find the musical terms: dissonance, dissonant, resolutions
diminishments, interlude. All students can find the passage descr ibing the
mac.

4. The author compares Doctor Jenkins to a "prehistoric priest perform-
ing a fateful ceremonial rite." When does he make this comparison? Make
a list of references that continue this comparison. --Students will easily
locate in paragraph 4 the comparison of Doctor Jenkins to a "prehistoric
priest, " They should also be able to find many other references continuing
this comparison; "ritualistic gaze, " "religious attention, " "attitude of wor-
ship, " etc.

5. What do you notice about the paragraphing and punctuation of some of
the conversation? Why has the author paragraphed and punctuated in this
way? ---The paragraphing and punctuation of the quotations are worth no-
tieing. Students will discover that when the same speaker continues for two
paragraphs, the paragraphing indicates a pause or a slight break in thought,
and that the author's omission of the quotation mark at the end of the first
paragraph of conversation is a signal that the same person is continuing to
talk.

6. What is the NP of almost every sentence in the last paragraph? Why
has the author used this NP? - - -In the last paragraph it should be apparent
that the author uses he in order to focus on his central figure and to make
clear the chief purpose of the story.

7. Where has the author discussed setting? Why has he chosen to dis-
cuss it at this point? Is the season of the year significant? Is the region
significant? Would the tropics have served the author's purpose as well?-'--
Previous discussion should have made the students aware that the author
has used setting to create the mood of the story. They should not find it
difficult to see that setting the story in the tropics, where survival is much
easier, would weaken the structure of the story.

I
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8, There are three parts in this story. What is accomplished in each?

---The three parts of the story are clear: the introduction developing
setting and mood; the incident the author uses to make his point; and the
conclusion in which the author makes evident his main purpose.

9, WoU Id "The Phonograph" be- as good a title as "The Portable Phono-
graph"? Why or why not? - --The -discussion of the title is perhaps not too
important. It does, however offer an opportunity for the students to see
that the word portable epitomizes the life led by these men,

10. Suppose the author had ended with the lines "Come again, " he in-
vited, "in a week, We will have the 'New York', " How would the effect of
the story have been different? ---At this point it should be obvious to IMP*
dents that the main idea of the story is made clear in the last two paragraphs,

PURPOSE

Students should be aware that the *author is saying several things,

Most 1311 probably see that men educated to enjoy the arts require nourish
went from this source for the survival of that part of themselves we are
pleased to call the spirit. Many will see that to these people the survival
of the spirit seems almost as important as the maintenance of life itself,
Some will see that man's instiniA to survive, combined with the consequent
aggression he develops in pursuit of survival, is what has forced these men
into the predicament described in the story. A few will understand the sig-
nificance of the idea the author brings to a culmination in the final sentence:
that the instinct to survive is deeper than any other; that man's nature, re-
sponsible for the destruction of one civilization, is incapable of change; and
that though civilization may again be rebuilt, man in spite of education, in
spite of anything he knows, will be led by his instincts to repeat the pattern
again.

Before discussing the questions in this section, you may decide to have
the students do the suggested writing. Then you can use their papers as the
basis of the class discussion.

1
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LESSON 4
PartA

THE READING MACHINE

It was: of too .long *go that' a teacher of science came up to a colleague
isi Engliailtwith the statement thatmachinery had finally solved the problem
for thelmhapprstudent of English assigned.* poem to write. With that,- the
epeakerisindedIds ,colleaguela pieice-of paper inscribed with something that
looked and read likeamodern poem.

"The fetitinafewivordevpunchetiairew buttons, and this is what came out,
he said. "Not bad,. is it? Just as intelligible as a lot of that modern stuff
I've tried to read."

On the surface it. mightseem that the machine had scored again, and in.
an area biman beings have regarded as their own special province. How
far, an the Machine go in invading this province? This essay provides a

ratiel, answer.

JESTIONS FOR STUDY

SUBSTANCE

1. What present-day trends in society may have suggested the subject to
the author? ---The 'present trend toward automation as well as the national
concern with the teaching of reading probably suggested the idea of this par-
ticular machine to the author.

2. To what group of readers does this seem to be directed? (To what
group of readers would the situation and the setting be most familiar ?)- --
The setting here is an academic one, a setting to which teachers and parents
would relate at once.

3. What does. Professor Entwhistle's reading machine accomplish? How
is b1 definition of reading different from yours? ---Profekisor Entwbiatle's
reading-machine photographs pages and finally reproduces the material in its
original form. Obviously this will not parallel the student's own definition
of reading.

4, The entire essay is developed upon an absurd analogy. What is it?
What other false analogies do you. find? ---The analogy implied in the entire
selection ifi-that a Machine. can, read in .the .same way a human being does. It
might be,Useful to laavii:the Students point out the various parts. of the analogy:
tlf-photoTleelxic .11'4 the mechanical hand turning the pages, and the pro-
duct** of s iounct track (probably a reference to the habit of the problem
reader who must mutter aloud as he reads). There is even the receptive
cletn pater for recording the final image, 44 much, clearer page than -the= Bur-
facirofthcaveragebrain, ,engravedais 'it is with a clutter of previciumly re-
cordeddmpreskionsit. The fetudents will see,/ Ones, Of course, the absurdity
of cor4,14.14.04::,`-
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They should-also readily seethe-other false -analogies: the comparison of
the readingprocest to the work done by business machines, and the com-
parison of a reader to an airplane pilot operating an airplane.

5. In support of his machine, Professor Entwhistle says that "the Btu*.
dent .dossn't-remember what he reads now. " Why isn't this argument sound?
What other example of unsound reasoning not previouslymentioned- can you
find? some-lt 1$ true that very few students have photographic memories to the
Wept of remembering everything they read as the professor's reading ma-
chine does, bat. students, should readily see that the professor's broad gen-
eralisatior: is simply not true. They can also probably point to the specious
argument that a-mac Mze will eventually be set up to make logical decisions
in the field of law.

S. Do you believe that such a machine could be constructed? Why or why
not? ---Students will probably have enough mechanical knowledge to agree
that a machine could be constructed to perform in the manner described by
Professor Entwhistle.

7. Lookup the word sun. bolo With the meaning of this word as a
clue what do you think e status of departments such as Bio-libo-
nomics and Business Psychology (Retail)? ---The students will find that the
dictionary defines amohibole :v. as especially, ig.tbe field of kn-
ow, This should be a cent hint that le otr departments represents
by by the professors who join in the conversation are non-eizistent on any rem
sputable campus.

8. The professors of the department mentioned in the previous question
took enough interest in the machine to make comments. What is their re-
action? What is the reaction of the professors who made no comments ?
What is implied by the reaction of the professors who made no comments? - -
The significant reaction of the professors making no comments is that they
keep on reading, the Implication being that anyone who knows his knows
that there is no other way.

STRUCTURE AND STYLE

1, What framework has the author used to tell his story? How is this
framework useful in making the idea clear? -a-The framework of conver-
sation is used here to allow Professor Entwhistle to explain the details of
his invention against reasonable objections.

2. Reread the opening sentence. In addition to getting the main idea be-
fore us, what else does the author accomplish? ---The author has used a
number of word signals in the first sentence: strident energumen, violent,
...,infect nausea, hot flashes-ssall indicating thatelE56-not to be taken seri-
ously.

3. Point to specific ways in which the author maintains the tone he sets
in the first sentence. ---The tone set in the first sentence by word choice is
not maintained in the siune manner throughout the selection. Instead--ex-
cept for Great Caesar and indigestible eilencethe tone is maintained by



the utter absurdity of a conversation_ arked by reasonable questions and invo
possible answers phrased in a pseudo-logical manner. Professor Ent-
whistle's energetiti-Championhipiottbis wholevreposterous idea maintains
the tone first introduced by the choice of words in the opening sentence.

4. Can you find other places where the author might have ended his writ-
ing?' .WhOile are they? What is gained by including the additional material?
- -- Possibly the author might have considered ending the article with the wort
"Ws14 item* iti,11 said Professor Entwbistle.
or wTtlaheotoricitoahU-tip7aiiii. AddW, .c&---Tr"--i-nversation about"

thevitaing machine-4a,, e.-reinforces the absurdity of the
reading machine by offering a coinpareitiie situation in the world of sports.
The students will probably notice that here the analogy is sound.)

PURPOSE

Students may see several points the author is making here and of course
they will state them in a number of different ways. The following sentences
are. illustrative of possible responses to the question on the author's purpose
and message:

1. Machines can't do everything. Human beings are necessary.
2, This article is a satire on thehairbrained ideas of professors in gen-

eral
8. Reading is still a strictly lizmen occupation.
4. Machines could very well take all of the fun out of life, especially in

sports.



Part B

SHUNPIKING ON THE MOON

QUESTIONS FOR STUDY

SUBSTANCE

L What, according to the author, are the requirements of the average
tourist? ---Most students probably can answer this question from their own
experience. A tourist needs food, lodging, and-transportation,

2. Find two statements expressing the two ideas around which the author
has organized his material. ---The quotation from Dr. von Braun and the .

following statement both express the two ideas around which the author has
organized his material: "All that concerns him now are the same two ques-
tiore that have faced every tripper since Marco Polo: 'Where next?' and
'Are there any good motels? 1"

S. What is a "shunpiker"? ---A shunpiker is one who shuns the pikes or
in this case freeway, in favor of less-traveled roads.

4. What details of the places visited has the author given you? What is
the effect of handling dettils in this way? ---The class will probably see
that the author is using the cliche of travel literature to describe the places
visited. They may not realize yet that he has chosen not to use, or rather-
not to invent, exact detail here because in his opinion the average tourist
doesn't really see anything. If students assume that this is poor writing, you
might suggest that perhaps they will discover later that the lack of detail
serves the author's purpose.

5, In what way is the inclusion of the quotation from Dr. von Braun ap-
propriate and useful? - -- Having already noted that the von Braun quotation
provides the ideas around which the author has organized his material, stu-
dents now should realize that such an illustrious authority lends an aura of
plausibility to all the developments the author is suggesting:

6, What allusions to events and general scientific knowledge does the
author make? What effect does the inclusion of these references have on you
as a reader? ---Their previout study of science will probably have made
the, students familiar with at least some of the following places on the moon:
Plato, Copernicus, Kepler, Aristarchus, and the Sea of Rains. These ref-
erences along with the one to the Old Rocket Graveyard help the reader ac-
cept the events the author is recounting as.possibilities for the future.

STRUCTURE AND STYLE

le Has, the author expanded the two main ideas separately or together?
Does this method seem to be suitable her*? Why? - -- Expanding the two
ideas together *lbws the author to deVelop his material in Chronological
order.

1111111...10111011.11111.1=11
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Z What synonyin-fOr traveler- Is used In paragraph 1? How many other
s-ynonyins foe -this *Ord can yOu find in theirtiCle? List each and the num-
ber-oftheparagraphit whiclvit ii used. -StUdy yOnr list. Can you see what
is. accoMPlishedtyrthe.tse of thesewords? -41e-aLlating the synonyms for
traveler =permits the. stUdents tol observe again -a StruCture already familiar
to.thein from their study of Marchette- Vie. They should easily see how
these. word*. keep- the focus- on-the tourist and tie the material together.

3, -The last sentence in the first paragraph is "Since the feeling seldom
lasts longer than twenty minutes, the tourist will be pleasantly surprised to
findibat any number of car-rental agencies offer him a quick way out of Co"
pernicus. The first sentence in the paragraph is "For example, a clean
late-model you-drive-it sedan might have awaited him at the spaceport had
the traveler cared to signal ahead by Telstar. " How has the author made
the connection between the two paragraphs? Study the concluding sentence
in each paragraph and the first sentence in the next. If the author has used
this same device to tie the paragraphs together, write down the words or
phrases he has used to accomplish this. It he has not used this device, how
has he made the connection between the paragraphs? --6.The phrase "clean
lateftmodel you-drive-it sedan" in paragraph 2 is linked to "car-rental agen-
cies" in paragraph 1' The same kind of linkage is used several times:

driver's seat (paragraph 2)
same two questions (paragraph 3)
Copernicus (paragraph 5)
Kepler Chamber of Commerce

(paragraph 6)
Aristarchus is reached (paragraph 8)

once seated (paragraph 3)
first question (paragraph 4)
leaving Copernicus (paragraph 6)
speeding through Kepler

(paragraph 7)
Aristarchus (paragraph 9)

In paragraph 5, the first words, "As to motel accommodations, " refer
to the second question at the end of paragraph 3: "Are there any good mo-
tels?"

In paragraph 8, "Once outside Kepler" carries the reader on from the
preceding paragraph's discussion of Kepler.

The first words in paragraphs 11 and 12 make clear that the author is
winding up the tour and the article.

PURPOSE

The discussion of the questions in the section on purpose should enable
the students to see that the author is making a satirical comment on the
average tourist whom he sees as a rather dull fellow, chiefly concern.ed
about his creature comforts and about covering the ground. He sees noth-
ir4g. Rather he collects names to reel off later to the folks back home, sat-
isfied if he can crown a staggering recital of places and events with some
knowing references to gourmet dining spots.

The first paragraph is worth study. The reader notices at once that the
author is using the journalese favored by many writers of travel-promotion
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literature ("fun capital" and "sun-drenched southern shore). Only the care-
ful reader w see that the author is making clear his attitude toward the
average tourist. The traveler who has fallen so completely under the "ex-
°tic spell" of Copernicus "that he never wants to leave again" is twenty mi-
nutes later ready to rent a car and be. off on a merry-iv-round tour. This
tour the writer now lays out for him, almost as it may some day be laid out
in a travel brochure. Although :piing the general vernacular of travel prom
motion. the author allows .himself one jab at the empty-headed tourist ("noth-
ing is so apt to Spoil vacation fun as the endless tap-tap-tapof a relatively
weightless skull against the carts hardtop roof"), and in the end he appro-
priately.consigns him to a tub of dust. By this time, however, the reader
is aware that no tub of diet will deter the ubiquitous tourist.

ASSIGNMENT FOR WRITING

The models just studied should have suggested to students a number of
ideas to assist them in beginning this last writing assignment of the year.
At this point they should also have a back-lot of good writing principles to
apply. Although the particular emphasis is on ways of maintaining plausi-
bility, the principles developed throughout the year should be reapplied in
trying to achieve this end.


